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• I. lïïTRODUCTION 

Much of the theory of neutron kinetics has been based on the diffusion 

appro:-ciination for neutron distributions. On the whole this approach has 

been adequate in e}q)lainlng the results of mary eiçporiraents and useful in 

the stability studies of reactors. An e:cact analysis of reactor dimazdcs 

requires the use of the tine-dependent Eoltzraann transport equation, but 

this equation is too unvrieldy for nony ezporimental and engineering appli

cations . 

For one-velocity neutrons the spherical harzionics ezqpansion of the an

gular dependence of the neutron flux provides a simple and useful for̂  for 

reactor analysis. For time-independent systems the simplest of the spher

ical hamionic e::pansions, the appro:cin:ation, • is equivalent to the diffu

sion apprô dLmation (see, for example, the deduction by Keglireblian and 

Holmes (l)). The time-dependent equations, hoi-rever, are not equivalent 

to the tizae-dependent diffusion equation, as mil be shovjn in chapter III. 

Descriptions of diffusion phenomena have the essential feature that 

all disturbances, propagate i-zlth "infinite" velocity; that is, any distur

bance at any point in the systera is felt ever̂ n-rhere instantly. On the other 

hand, the two equations of the approximation can be combined into a sin

gle equation, the telegrapher's (telegraphist's) equation, i-rhich describes 

physical phenomena eziaibiting both vj-avelilce .characteristics and residual 

disturbance effects. The t-ravelilce behavior is described by the second-order 

time derivative, and the residual disturbance effect, by the first-order 

time_ derivative. Wave effects propagate i-jith a finite velocity; conse

quentlŷ  the introduction of the second-order term is necessary for the 

description, of time-T-n.se variations in the neutron population. 
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IIov:ever important the second dez-ivative in tiine is concept-'j.ally, the 

General adequacy of diffusion theory indicates that it is relatively un

important' in reactor calculations. It is important to knon the conditions 

for which diffusion theory holds. Investigation of the telegrapher's 

equation should help to deterinine sone of the limits on the adequacy of 

diffusion theory. 

Although many authors (l-li) have commented on the telegrapher's equa

tion, little has been done with it in connection x-iith nuclear reactor 

theory until recently. Interest in vraveliice behavior of neutrons began 

when Weinberg and Schweinler published their classic paper (5) in 19̂ 8. 

The experimental work of Raievski and Horowitz (6), reported at the 19p5 

Geneva Conference, and of uhrig (7) in 1959, and the theoretical work of 

Perez and Uhrig (8) in 19Ô3 renewed the interest in neutron waves, and 

much work has been reported since then. 

The gromng interest in neutron wave propagation led to Pasquantonio ' 

general approach (9) to the telegrapher's equation in iP̂ h an-d Mortens en 

and Smith's (10) and Uîirig's (11) studies of wave propagation in us in 

the spproziTiiation. These studies involved rectangular coordinate sys

tems. Hale (12). solved the telegrapher*s equation in spherical geometry • 

for a pulsed point source. 

The general solution to the telegrapher's equation, for arbitrary con 

stant coefficients and as applied to transmission lines (for e:cample, tele 

graph lines—from i-zhich came the name of the equation) was solved in 1927 

by TTebster (13) for general initial conditions and an ir̂ finite system. lie 

noted that Lord Kelvin treated tliis equation in l8p5 for a submariiie cable 

Then in 19̂ 6 Coetsch (li;) published a solution of this tjrpe for a semi-
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infinite system (a special .case was handled by Doetcch (l5) in 1937). Tlc-

defininc the constants and functions, Doetsch's 19̂ 6 solution can be iden

tified as the solution for the telegrapher's equation for a seirii-infinite, 

homogeneous nuclear system, as presented by Pasquantonio (9). 

The general solution to the telegrapher's equation for zero initial 

conditions in reactor theory is different- from that for transmission lines 

since the boundary conditions differ. Pasquantonio chose a pseudo-diffu

sion boundary condition (to be discussed more in chapter III) to solve for 

this general solution. In chapter 17 of the present %-rork a solution is pre

sented for a boundary condition i-jhich in consistent t-jith the P., equations. 

Closely related to the wave propagation technique is the pulse propa

gation teclmique. The foî ner considers single frequencies, one at a time, 

and the latter, a certain fundamental frequency and its harmonics. If one 

investigates a point oscillating absorber in a reactor, the analysis of 

Weinberg and Schx-reinler provides the space-tine solution using diffusion 

theory. At iiigh frequencies the oscillating absorber generates spherical 

and higher-order i-javes; at lot-x frequencies the response may be described by 

the spatially independent reactor transfer function. The reactor transfer 

function, that is, the spatially independent transfer function for the lin

earized one-velocity model, may be determined by the frequency response to 

uniformly distributed, oscillating absorber.. Thus the work of Kortonsen 

and Smith and of Uhrig on wave phenomena can be extended to considerations 

of neutron pulse propagation and reactor transfer functions. These sub

jects are ezglored in chapters Y and VI, respectively-. • 
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II. OBJECTIVES nVD SCOPE 

Tjic objectives of this work are two-fold. The first Ic to correct 

Pasq̂ iantom-o • 3 work by prescntinc a consistent approach to the solu/bion of 

the telerjraplier's oqiiatj.on for the case of an ai'bitrar̂ ,- soiirce at a bound

ary.'" of cne-diinensional nedia having zero initial conditions. The second i 

to compare the telegrapher's equation i-rith the diffusion equation, thereby 

determining some of the limitations on diffusion theor̂ r. 

In the introduction it was mentioned that comparisons have been made 

between the telegrapher ' s and diffusion equations for neutron t-rave propaga

tion. Neutron pulse propagation and reactor transfer functions are closel" 

related to neutron wave propagation and will be e:-%dined here, in chapters 

V and VI respectively. The two propagation techniques are specific cases 

of the general problera, solved in chapter 17, of an arbitrary* source locat 

ed at a boundary. The case of a sinusoidal source located at a boundary is 

ez-aznined in chapter TSf also. The problems thus far mentioned are spatiall 

dependent, ezccept for the reactor transfer function. An investigâî̂ ion of 

spatially independent Icinetics of the telegrapher's equation is presented 

in chapter TX. The point reactor kinetics equations are derived fron the 

telegrapher's equation. T̂ is derivation leads into a derivation of the 

reactor transfer function, which is the response of a reactor to an inter

nal, oscillating source. These investigations are carried out for two 

particular geometries-: a semi-infinite mediurii and an infinite slab. 
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III. FOBI-IUIATION OF EQUATIONS 

A. The Appro:ajna"bior. 

The most accaratc description of the neutron poirolation in a system is 

given by the Boltcniann transport equation, -.-fnlch is a coriple;-c integro-dif-

ferential equation. • However, for manj'" problems adequate results are ob

tained from elementary transport theory or diffusion theory if the follo'-r-

ing conditions hold (1|): i. absence of inelastic scattering, ii. spherical

ly symmetric- scattering in the center of nacs coordinate s-ystem, and iii. 

lack of chemical binding effects. Only moncciicrgetic rautrons in isotropic 

and homogeneous media are considered here. The appropriate form of the 

transport equation for the neutron flux: under these conditions is 

+ii*V 
(1) 

i-rhère v is ' the " neutron speed, 2"̂ . snd 2"̂  are the total and scattering 

cross sections, .A. is the direction of motion, is the scattering 

function relating the incident direction Jt' to the scattered direction ̂  , 

and is the source. The solution of this equation is made more 

tractable by expanding it into spherical liarmonics. 

For a semi-infinite medium or infinite slab the spatial', dependence of 

the flux and source conditions - is reduced to a single space variable X. As 

a consequence the system must have azimuthal symraetry, which reduces the 

direction variable to a single variable 0, the angle between the direction 

of neutron motion and the x az-d-s. It has been found convenient to ez-ipress 

the transport equation in terms of the cosine, ytt, of the angle Ô rather 
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than & itself. The directional flio: is erĵ sanded in terns of Lesendre 

polynomials by 

s 2 (.X, ') a (/M) 
h = O 

(2) 

where 

= J -6) (/4) . (3) 

The first two terms of the directional flux have physical significance in 

the definitions of neutron flu:i and net current in diffusion theory. Froia 

equation 3 

f r ̂ 
0̂  ̂  ̂ Po cJyUi'  ̂ t ) H 4̂  -6) (li) 

, M pi _ , 
j ̂ (pCXjyU.i) j (5) 

Weighting the directional flux T-jith its cosine to the y aids and inte

grating over the entire range of yc gives the net flow in the x direction, 

which is called the net current along that coordinate. Replacing 4 by .S 

in. equations 2 and 3 gives the ê zpansion for the source. 

For isotropic media 

 ̂i_n.' a!) = 5̂  rj (./. ; %' J 

wnere 

E  C O S  9 o  ~  J l ' ^  .  

(6) 

(7) 

Thus the scattering is described in tenns of the cosine of the scattering 

angle. The frequency function ÏJ is also e:cpanded into terms of the Le-
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gendre polynomials, i.e.. 

Y\-t> 
TThere 

 ̂  ̂ n̂ L/^a^ ̂ y^e> • (?) 

Since the scattering frequency integrated over all directions is unity, 

the first coefficient is 

r I pi 
9. = J_ 9 =J_ n ) do) 

•I 

and it follows that 

» I 

 ̂  ̂̂  %') (/I,:) = J" ' Ç =/%; (11) 

which is the average value of the cosine of the scattering angle . 

The derivation of the equations from the rigorous transport equa

tion is well-lCQOT'jn and may be found in several texts ( 1 , 2,16). The 

notation used here follows closely that of Meghreblian and Eolzes ( 1 ). 

In a more general method this results in the infinite set of coupled par

tial differential equations 

~ ~ 1-^, -6) f Jy, 

= 2^ ik l & <-' (12) 

h ̂  ̂  i *̂ * '  

but in the case of an isotropic medium the source is assumed to be iso

tropic also. and a minimum of anisotropy is assumed in the flux:. The 
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first assumption states that (-Hj-f) =. O for  ̂ The second 

truncates the set of equations at n = I j letting h c t>, I , the resulting 

set of equations, called the approximation, is 

• V ft ~ + 2"̂  t) + J, L>i, -6^=2.^^ (y) 

B. The Telegrapher's Equation 

Taking the partial derivative of equation 13 with respect to time and 

of equation ll; t-ri-th respect to space, eliminating the cross partial deriva

tives betT-reen them, and substituting equation 13 for Q / ̂ X) yields 

the telegrapher's equation for neutron transport: 

^ + -J C I+3 Û ^ ̂ cv, t.> 

= D1̂ . - r. + 51", f 

where \ I 

^ " TTiT̂ ir̂  " 7%; ' (,6) 

s Sff , and ̂  "̂ 3. Comparing this %-rlth the diffusion equation 

V à = D ̂  (17) 

reveals three differences: .(a) an additional term involving the second tine 

derivative of the flux, (b) an additional term involving the time derii'a-

tive of the source, and (c) the alteration of the coefficient of the first 

derivative of the flux. Weinberg and I/igner ( 2 ), I4egh?*eblian and Holmes 

( l), and Ash (3 ) consider only time independent sources, thereby neglect
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ing (3/36) J Isbin (ij.) considers a fission so-orcc uliich hides the 

distinction in the coefficient of tlie tine derivative of the flic-c. The na

ture of the tiîûe dependence of the source is more lucid when it is stated 

explicitly. 

The factor 3 D/v appears only in those ternis in which a difference ex

ists between the telegrapher's and diffusion equations and is the largest 

coranion factor of those coefficients. This terra nay be reicritten as 

3̂  = = 2̂  = T. (18) 

which is now defined as tte infinite nean neutron transport tirr.e, or, sim-

ply, the transport tirjie (the finite transport, time t-riJl be discussed in 

chapter VI). Equation 1$ becomes 

 ̂ (19) 

= Lx-J -fc) - + J+ T. ̂  J• 

The physical significance of the transport time is that it describes 

the tiriie delay between the cause and effect at two distinct points in an 

actual system. It t-iil.l be noted that the telegrapher's equation reduces to 

the diffusion equation when o. ¥einberg and Ifigner perform the same 

reduction by talcing the limit as the mean free path ̂ trsnd the absorption 

cross section approach zero t-Aiile the neutron velocity v approaches in

finity, so that the diffusion coefficient vD and the infinite mean neutron 

lifetime- \ /v̂ o. remain finite. 

G. Boundary Conditions 

In chapter IV two types of media are considered; a semi-infinite medi-

-uiTi %d.th a vacuum boundary at x=o and sn infinite slab vri-th vacuum bounda-
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ries at X = C and. x-h. A so-urcc is located at the origin. Frora equation 2 

the P., approrcrniation for the directional flu:-: is 

and from equation 5 the current is 

JCX'j-fc) = r - f r-  ̂
' (21). 

- ' 

Hence 

( /, t) = Tj. 4̂  LXj-t) + £ J cy,t.) (22) 

J _  L x , =  i  ^ c x , - f c : )  -  i  (23) 

i-f an isotropic soiirce is located at tlu origin and the initial condi

tions are sero, then 

f Si-t} Ki-t) / = ̂  
(2l|.) 

C> K4o 

t-rhere ut 6-6) is the" 'unit step function. The boundary condition is noi-r 

J y. 6 0j Ù ) = £ 5 ct) U C-fc) (25) 

He--iriting equation li; as 

J 6X,t) = - D ̂  f  ̂ J (26) 

("hich differs from the diffusion, form by the last temi) and combining this 

result i-jith equation 22 yields 
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2 + 2 cyjt) = z Hyjt) 4'C^j ;(,) f g & ̂(yjt). (27) 
'96 

Hence the boxindarj'" condition at X = & is 

(28)  ^ ± ^ SLfinUi) •>rr,^SL-b)i\L^') 

 ̂ Pasquantonio (9) considered the problem of the general solution of the 

telegr̂ her ' s equation, but instead of deriving the proper boundary* condi

tions consistent trf-th the approicimation he chose a pseudo-diffusion 

boundarj:" condition for the source. He e;cbended the diffusion boundary con

dition by including the derivative of the source, but ignored the time de

rivative of the fltoc, which appears in equation 28. Naturally, including 

this term mal-ces the solution slightly more complicated than that given by 

Pasquantonio. 

At the vacuum boundary'' the condition is 

(29) 

m the semi-infinite medium 

X-5» =* 
^ % o (30) 

D. Initial Conditions 

no initial distribution e:d.sts, the initial conditions are 

X > 0 

e <X<. k infinite slab 
(31) 

Por systems t-Tith initial ̂ distributions the. initial conditions are 
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X p o scriii-inTinite r.ediurp. 
(32) 

c < X < infinite slab 

X > c> serai-infinite nedium 
(33) 

o < X <. M infinite slab 

where <pLX} and V'cxj are the initial fltc-: and its initial tine derivative 
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IV . GENERAL SOLUTION: ZERO INITIAL CONDITIONS 

A. Laplace Transforms of Solutions 

As already indicated in the preceding chapter the telegrapher's e- • 

quation will be solved for a semi-infinite medi-um and an infinite slab 

with zero initial conditions and i-jith an arbitrary time-dependent source 

located at the origin, which is also a boundary. The telegrapher's equa

tion is now vnritten without the source terms: 

Denote the Laplace transform of by  ̂ ) and let 

With some rearranging the Laplace transform of equation 31;may be vrritten 

O (35) 

where 

irk • (36) 

The general solution to equation 35 is 

= A^sye + 8 ^ (3?) 

The Laplace transforms of and are denoted byjfx,5)and 

Laplace transforming equations 26 and 27 yields 

(f 4- T, J) j 6X, 5 ) = - D g) (38) 

(1+TeS) c/^5; = ^ Cl-f r.5) f  ^ s) .  (59) 
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It follows that 

[Ad, - 6'.)̂  1 -f T, 5 
(ItO) 

_  I J + Z D l < U > + r .  5  n -i;is:>x 
— rr :—: —: Aisie. 

I + T, ̂ 
(la) 

t -ZDkC) +T.^ 
H- TTrTi 

The coefficients f\LS) and are detezinined by the geometry of the sys

tem and the appropriate boimdary conditions. They x-ri.ll now be determined 

for two specific geometries. 

1. S ejTii~infinite medi-um 

The boundary conditions are given by equation 30 and by either equation 

25 or 28. If the Laplace integral of is continuous with respect to X' 

and t and is uniformly convergent with respect to X, the interchange of 

the limit and integral operators is valid (17). The Laplace transforms of 

these conditions are . 

(L2) ) 

jV 5) = = Z{ ̂ uY-t}}:r ̂  (1,3) 

pYlt ̂  S) ̂  j -D é = Cl + r^si^r-CS} (W 

where crc$\ - The condition on equation 37given by equa

tion 1+2 can be met only .if BCs) = O . Hence 

5 CX, 5) = A (J) 
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The coefficient A may be found by applying the boundary condition at 

X = 6" , that is, either condition Ji3 to ijl, which may now be written as 

or condition Ijii to 37. The result is 

I i'2DJ<cs) + r. S (17) 

Thus for the semi-infinite medium 

^ cr-LS ) 6 

2. Infinite slab 

The boundary conditions are given by equations 29 and either 25 or 

28. The Laplace transforms of conditions 25 and 28 are equations 1;3 and 

iiij-j for condition 29 it is 

<5 X Xi s i = £> 
\y -a L ' (51) 

Applying condition k3 to equation ijl and 5l to 37 gives the set of alge

braic equations 

1 Ad) + i l-^Dk»Wr,5g,,^ = S2) 
^ • I -r S 2 I tt, s 
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1!^ 

= o, (S3) 

which is solved by Cramer's rule, giving 

J\cs^^ Z Ui- -r.O cr-do — (51;) 

1 -+- ^ D k C53 -j- r. 5 - I 1 - ZùhLS^ t To si 

Sls^ - -  ̂

I 4- zDWs) t T, 5 -  C I ' z D /< LSD -+ -r, sj 

These coefficients are consistent with those of the semi-infinite médium, 

for 

A s -  ^ 5 )  =  ( . : )  

&S (p. 
H -3> <=>© 

Thus for the infinite slab 

^ ^ ) tzDk^sj /-2 Jikis:»-/• To 5 -T.Ukcs:^ (^6) 
I —• — — " 2̂, 

; -f 2.2) 65 J -y- r, 5 

-J<C5>X I " "Z-I) l<£5'\ 4- r.5 - (2 A ĉcs) 
^ I ̂  )+%Dj<csJ,T.. ̂  

 ̂ __ I - D kts:> i- r, 5 - Zk (57) 
I j f z Ù -fT, s 

-kiSiX -6 2.L-X) kùs"^ 
U^S> = 2:M£5j ê tr-cs^ 

^ -h ZD A<a) + T,$ ] ̂  ZT)kCs:)-t-r.s - Z2,k(s) 
I —r e. i:>o; 
'  W  Z - D k  ( - s y - } - % S  
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Since equations 1̂ 8, 1x9, 50, 56, $1, and p8 are factorable "oy ir'LŜ , it 

is sufficient to determine the inverse Laplace transforms of 

' oto 
2 C 14 

I + 2.Ù kcsj -t T, J 

- k'is->x 

I -kcs^K 

- Z ^ 

^ b kis ̂ - l<cs:)x 

/ *f- 2- D /c. -f To S 

.seHii-xniim.te 
mediijsi 

(^9) 

(60) 

(61) 

•f 0(,S) = 
2 LI->- T.sj 

I +2Dk(5) + T=s l-2.Dkds3-fî; s" -2.Kk(sD 
c 

I -f2Pk£-5i +T,S 

- kcsix 

c,^o.,s) = i 

) - zpk̂ ts:) + TP 5 -6zL-x)kcs) 

(62) 

, _ )-2Dkt5)4-T, 5 
I — g, 

I t z p  k c s ) t T ^ C s ^  

2 D ken 

} -l-ZDktii + T.s 

~ kC5) 
6. -f- e 

l-2Dki5:i-tToJ' -z. li kcjD 
e 

j-tZDkcsi +T,s 

Lnxxro-te 
slab (63) 

(61:) 
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to find , and . The difference betT-reon these 

equations and those found 1?/- Pasquantonio (9 ) is the fgS term in the 

ezcpressions I Jr Zl)k(.s:>-i-̂ Ŝ The appearance of this temi is due to the 

presence of the time derivative of the fluic in the definition of J ^ t XyQ. 

If the inverse Laplace transforms of f g and are 

p'cXjt^ , G and H , then the convolution theorem provides the 

results 

f Li(,-0 ^ Sc-t:> r ^-zr (6^) 

r ±  
- G CXj-t) S" C-6D - J G S L-t-'C.^ Jx (66) 

r ^ 
J % H 6X, -6) ^6 5" = J  ̂ H s , (67) 

Using the convolution theorem helps reduce the problem of inverting ̂  Cx, ŝ , 

and j LX,s)i , but this gain may be negated by an unwieldy convolu

tion integral. Fortunately for certain common types of sources the gain is 

realized. 

Although the cosiputation of all three quantities J+j and J az'e 

indicated, the quantities are interrelated so that determining any two is 

sufficient. Usually the prime interest is in the flux, and it ïfill be 

found in each case. Either the net current or the partial current tvill be 

found,depending on vhich is more convenient. 

B. Inversion of Transforms 

To facilitate the inversion process let 

+ (-CD + ^ c 
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It is easily shoi-m that 

z (4. ' i a. J.)  ̂" 2 ̂  T. • J Z ̂  r. ' 

b = z ( f, - ̂ z.) = i Li.-lk^) (70) 

^ = 1^. (71) 

It Kill become evident in the solution that c. is the propagation veloci

ty; hcs^ is therefore called the propagation function. 

1. Semi-infinite medium 

Substituting equation 68 into 59 gives 

~ z /csf b® 
X / .  T.̂ ) g (72) 
+J.X,5J - • 

1 + — i- r, 5 

Let 

e 
f cx,5) =  ̂ (73) 

I "c" -t s 

Then " 

fct (y, = 2. F -f ZTo ̂  ^ ilk) 

providing f f :( e) = which must be so for zero initial conditions. Let 

 ̂= /Z7f6prr%r (75) 

so that 
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f p) - — — (76a) 
I " To -t — jo -t- "To fy-

_ ^ zv 
To jû 12 ̂  p i- /z 

a 
(76b) 

I ^ g 3h 

p 

The complications arising from the presence of the T, S terms in equation 

59 is evident in equation 76. The terms in the denominator of equation 76a 

involving explicitly are due to them. Without these t%fo terms -f 6X̂  

could have been inverted at this point, as Pasquantonio did. However, 

equation 76b will now be used. 

The inversion of -ffx, is made simpler by using the general formu

las (18) 

^ ^ A ) (% 6-6- A) 

^ ' f J m 

{ 5" - "7-' Li) 

S 7cr)c^z 
V O 

(77) 

(78) 

(79) 

(60) 

where p - Zt"' f . 

Equation 76b is now transformed inversely terra by term. The first is 
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L fû + 1? 

Rrom formula 80 it follows that 

= e. (81) 

T  Jo p i-i z ̂  

__ V 
r  —  1 z b & I -

/z^ U-f ) 

1 
u (82) 

Employing in order formulas 77, 78, 80, and 78 converts the transfom (17) 

(83) 

to 

X  

-C^P 
e -cLt'OC) 

V =• e  

t.- ̂  

^ Jo ̂  ̂  u 6t- A ) (8h) 

and results in 

rf  ̂

fac - 6-6-3) 
- jZ IT C 

(8̂ ) 

I".: 
. g r 

e • 

I -

(86) 

Jp L^X^âvi «/A w 

The double integral of equation 86 is reduced through integration by parts 

to the tx-:o single integrals 
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6 c i^_ x 
V 

j 2. b c. <J 

Therefore the inverse Laplace transfortn of f cy, yo) i-dLth the substitution 

Zo - 3&/v is 

uc 
- j x [k i/t -̂6-%] (87) 

. 41is fẑ )2. 
i-D ^ JgCIo^^ 6/f̂  u 6-6-'g) 

US2S1^ 

To derive from must l-mow the relationship be-

tT'een f-f /a^} and 2."'£-f-cx,5i}. This foz^ula is obtained, by u 

formula 78 to modify the formula given by Erdélyi (l8) 

31 ~ 'ï^c-é^ + l J 7- C cl-z:) t 

where it is . 

• . tr 

X  W ~  ' 7 - C - t ) e  - f  ? (  & / f T Ô I /  L l z ^ ^ ' t i S  

In this situation f  6y,-6) ' ̂ ~' [ -f ~ 2~'{ /c s-^a)^- f^J^isnd 

- T-U.-tm hence 

(88) 

9) 

û . \j o  ̂
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t iï e""'' 
f û 

7 he 

i, ̂  ̂ - c d (90) 

l-L^K'A-C ' -/% ki yVÏ. 

6 m t â  ~ "6̂  x ̂hX) ê /1 

u  
D • j. [t w c -c) j/t a:) '/(a 

40 , 

^ r/t^ 

V J a 
c 

J» L.^ ^ ̂ ̂  

4 _ 5 ^  ̂ a t  f >  ^ / p r x ^  f / 6 ^ - ^  i z à  
4d 

^1 

' Jff ^ ̂  c v / t " ^ - )  t ,  llW) MX 

Some elucidation of this equation is gained by making explicit the fxmc-

tion M ^ /t^- 7\~"- . It states that x ^ ^ ; which is equiv

alent to >1 £ Jt^ Since A must be real, then t. 2 ̂ . Fciiyt)now 

taices the form 

v 6 

+ v-j? ji, 

.~c{t> 
•/?rî *2. 

j, ( wg) w 

. 7 U 
fd 

(91) 
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D 
jc, [l -6 j] %, c t a3 ) 'j a3 m (-6-g) 

- f 
i V  jol^ ^"zi jy m 6-6'#) 

' jt, (.1 ^̂ 2. 3̂ w 6t -%) . 

Let the variables of iategration be changed according to 

= i!:- f/c 

a3 ~ J-t^ - ]c^ 

Yi -z t:ic 
*  ' .  

^ r-xd/c. 

Then J-CiC^-t) becoises 

t̂b" ̂   ̂Lt-^^ 

L -"«f 
- e 

yvd 

r c-t 

X  ]  J o  [ &  U  U - z )  

(92 

£.t 

L) + 7£ j A(f,-4.yf uW-SJ) 
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I K  

-j2 t 

where 

y\_ {) = (93) 
C-./i^^?*/cf-

Finallj one obtains ^oe by substituting equation 93 and its time 

derivative into equation 7k- The result is (cf. Pasquantonio (9 )) 

0 <t <•$ 

Fo b  (x,t)= ̂ 

'""'SU'Z') 

- t C'̂ j. [ i Ai-y^']Aï 

Zvc yJK jx 

i ^ a £. 
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Rather than transform to find the current directly, it is 

more convenient to transform g ̂  ( x, f ) due to its simplicity and obtain 

J ) froiu 

j (.xj-t') = 2 cŷ -6) , (22) 

Starting mth r 

~ ̂  -z X { Got, (̂ 0) 

and substituting equation 68 for 1<LS') gives 

Combining equations 75 and 9$ results in 

 ̂(-xj e.  ̂̂  ̂ . (96) 

The inverse transform of this is 

G ^ S C à -"2 3 • (97) 

Fonsula 89 provides the step from &• Uj-O to The result is 

Convoluting 9k and 98 id-th the source Si-i) according to 65 and 66 

produces ^ and . For the unit impulse source and the unit 

step source the fluxes and currents are 

i. S c-t> = set:) 
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% F^UjZ) Ai: ' foo 
%i o 

J^^CXj-t) ~ Q^CXjZ) §Cilr-Z)ciT ̂  &c^^^j-t) 

joo CX^t) - t) S l-é:'-T>^lx - /-/ĉ  

(99) 

(100) 

(101) 

ii. ^ 

' t] m 6-6-̂ )̂ % =. f cx, %ri 
^ Q v 0 

•̂*j "- j' ^at> w f''t ' <• t j w 2̂  

(102) 

(103) 

= [ H u L t - r ) d x =  [  /y<»ri . (lolt) W p \j D 

2. Infinité slab 

The flux cx^-6) = T-jill be found first. The function 

•fsCX,s)is similar to , differing chiefly by the factor 

, ) - zd k/j) + to 5 
i & 

1 -f 2b -»• t. s 

Chis function can be expanded according to the series 

- X 
+ x -t- 4- -f- "• x^< i (los) 

resulting in 

1 1 - "2-2) -t t. ̂ 
j— — — e 
! t %d k/53-i-'c"5 

= 2 
h= £) 

1 -'2. •+t. s n -2h likes),., \ 
<g (xOoa) 

.l+2.dkcs3 f t, s 
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_  ̂ xi, -Zhkkcs^ 
r vs ) (I06b) 

h-O 

miere 

r  ( f )  % 
J - 2 b Mes') f T. ̂  

11 ZD k cs:) + T.5 
(107) 

if the condition 

— z x k 6 j ) i  ̂4 
r  a. 1 ^ 1  

holds. This condition vjill now be examined. Explicitly, 

(108) 

res) & 
-2k 

2D 
i- ̂  Jcs'+a.y'^-b'' -i-7l>^ yĉ tai"-- 6 

I + ^ r.s 
(109) 

Since «>1» (see equations 69 and 70), then J ( & + A > c? for all non-

negative real values of f. Furthermore for all 5 i-zith a non-negative 

real part the complex number given by z= t-iill have the argument 

-7i:<ô<7î; hence, x/x = \/£s+a -6^ raust have an argument-f < Ô, for 

which c. & > C^, Therefore V75+*)^-^' has a positive real part and it 

follows that condition 108 holds in the region of interest for the inver

sion integral. 

Manipulating equation $6 after simplifying i-jith equations 106b and U8 

results in 

^ r 

h= O LIO) 

in the same manner from equations Iî.8 and UO one finds 

oo 

i s  ^ + (Ill) 
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Since and are already knoT-m, it suffices to deterrriine 

Ret) to find and Jj 

Rearranging equation 10? produces 

u c ( i  ̂̂ 
1 ^ 6 ^ ; ) =  1 1  — — — — - m  ~ ~ r r .  ^̂ â) 

+ ï± ( (̂ 2b) 
.  ̂ c ̂  f a.  ̂̂ 

tj-nere 

i (113) 

/3 ^ H-1. (iiW 

(it is interesting to notice that constants in the simplified quadratic 

expressions in equation 112 have a certain similarity of form: 

û +1 ̂ 4 

- t. 

Perhaps more intriguing is that this similarity is based on to.) A more 

useful form of 112b for the use of tables of inverse Laplace transfoms is 

rts) - 1+ -+ f 

%  ̂ îr i - ! 1 
(115) 

Applying the general formulas 78, 80, and 78 in that order to each of 

the fractions in the second line of equation 11^, one can talce advantage of 
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the formula (l8) 

The resiilt is 

%-'[ 
p f a. jû -f tfc i. /6̂  J Lp -f <5ii*-- )o^ j 

(117) 
_ -coc±/5)td 
—  ̂

In consequence of equation 117 

•t 

The knowledge of R(t) provides the key to the solution for the infinite 

slab. In the time domain the product r'^Cs'i ^^f) becomes the n-fold 

convolution of R^-t) izith The infinite series is truncated due to 

the restriction o for tc ̂  , It foUows that C Zhii j. 

is zero for t < ^J} — or h 7 - . Thus the solution for the 

infinite slab is given by 

6x̂ -6) - ̂  (zhlj-j-vjt:) - zf ̂  "z-t) ̂  (13-9) 
*)= ̂  h= 0 

1̂. A^z 
 ̂̂  ̂joo ̂  "tjfjtfr) + ̂  /k  ̂ (120) 

k= d hso 

i-zhere A/, and Wj. are the largest integers such that 

^ (121) 
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c. t  — C ZU-x.^  

2.U 
(122) 

The need for tiro series of terns t-jxth pairing of poi-rers of to sat

isfy the boundary condition of zero flu>: at'A - . The position x is mir

rored at each irtiiltiple of H (see Fig. l) so "that at /= k the two series 

-i-ri 11 cancel. In Fig. 2 the path of 'the wave front is diagransied. 

SC-t) 

X h zh 3k H h 

Fig. 1, IiTiage representation of the point (x^t^ 

->- c •£• 

(o 

F i g .  2 .  Traveling wave representation of the point ( X) -6) 

The front travels a distance ct in time ^ . Each time the path crosses 

X another terEi is required to describe the flirc at that point. Fortu

nately the attenuation of the flux is high and only a few terns are re

quired. This form, of the solution is therefore most useful in the study 
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of transients; it becomes quite clumsy and complicated in the asymptotic 

region. Since the telegrapher's and diffusion equations give the same 

results in the asymptotic sense, the method of solution followed here 

would not be required , and a simpler expression is obtained for the flux. 

The magnitude of the total flux is reduced in two ways. The first 

cause for reduction is the attenuation of the flux due to scattering and 

absorption. The attenuation coefficient cl = Cv/jd is very 

large. For an absorptive moderator such as water & = 2.3lixlO sec for 

a low absorber like heavy water A = 0.38x10^ sec Hence the flux 

is attenuated by a factor of C zvithin à.3 microseconds in water and vri.th-

in 17 microseconds in heavy water. The second effect is the loss sustain

ed upon reflection at the boundaries. At the origin it is by the convo

lution with At x=-Jo it is by the magnitude of the front incident 

to the boundary. 

From these results one concludes that the neutron fluic dees eidiibit a 

wavelike character, exemplified by the case of the infinite slab. A well-

defined wavefront exists in the condition that 4ob for % and sc 

residual effect persists at each point crossed by this wave front. The 

multitude of convolution integrals discloses the diffusion character of 

the flux. Thus the neutron flux, diffusive in the as^rmptotic state, be

comes wavelike in the transient state. 

The extension of this solution to include multiplying media is accom

plished by replacing J(xyt) in equation 15 by J The 

equivalent result is obtained by leaving alone and replacing 

by 2"^ - V 2"^ . The major effect is that the attenuation is decreased 
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\/ / 2. 
by g t 

C. Special Case: Sinusoidal Source 

A sinusoidal source ~ S^os u> t (actually one raust consider 

the source S L-t) - Jcojwt +- where So ^ S to meet the physical re

quirement of a non-negative flux) is considered. A well-knox-m technique 

(19) for finding the steady-state solution of the fluzc or of some other 

physical variable for such a source is to Laplace transform the flu%^ 

substitute L w ( w - frequency ) for the transform variable s, and re

place the transformed source trcs'^ ay '"'^5 In doing so the source 

under consideration is = S & only the real part of the result 

has meaning. The sinusoidal, source may be considered separately from, the 

constant part St, since the two are linear and their results additive. 

Equation 36 becomes 

k i ̂2  ̂
1/ p '] (123a) 

•=. oL -t. L /â - y. (123b) 

(121:) 

Squaring 123 and equating real and imaginary parts gives us 

(125) 

Due to the nature of solution 37 the sign of the square root in equation 

123a and the outer square root in equation 12ij. must be chosen so that oc 

is positive. The inner square root in equations 12h and 125 must be talcen 
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in the positive sense since o l  and / 3  are real. 

1. Seini-infinito mediinn 

From equations US, k9j and $0 for the semi-infinite medium 

1 0  s  ~  l <  - f  L L v t r  

j+^ ^ (127) 

I •+ Z J>}<CLt^) -t 0-2oy 

i-rhere the superscript " refers to the steady-state value. The polar form 

of ^ i is 

y - / /j e ^ (129a) 

"i-rnere 

12(i - JoL'^ + d'- j . c oj f = 7̂  j - • -  ̂ (129b) 

•> ' 

and and ^ are defined hj 

j -+ z tp w ' (13'-'s-) 

y + Z D/f) (131a) 

i-mere 

c o s  £ ,  ^  j - p j - j  5  5 , h  g ,  =  (130b) 
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>0 c — oix -h C (• !) 

I o ^ ^ I -»i-X 
Tes, - 2.5 e C ( wt- /gx ̂  f ,  -  ̂ z)  

(131b) 

3li 

I hi = /U +2Do()^+^Z,k; + ZD/gr 

-  4 r :  

Then equations 126, 127, and 128 talce the forms 

(133) 

, »  13'! - oin i-c ̂  u>-C'-âxi-£^:> 
Joo . (13W 

Hence the steady state values are 

(13̂ ) 

^ & cf5 Lu>'t-/éx') (136) 

«^06 - 2. D 5 6 ^  C  " S  L  " S u  +  E- .  (137) 

All of these functions suffer the same'attenuation & but their 

phase shifts differ. îîote that only the parti£i current- is in phase i-jith 

the source at the origin; the flux and net current are initially delayed 

b y  — '  and respectiveljr. This is due to the direct relation-by 4r' mid 

ship between the partial current and source at the origin and the more 

ccnplieated relationships for the fluz: and net current. The follot-jing 

definitions are made 
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• - attenuation constant 

= phase constant 

/ - propagation constant or comple:: inverse rela3:ation length 

At the points where the delays C/^ Ak/m and 6x2^ -  g+^)/tv 

are multiples of the period T = Zii/io, the functions 4>^cxjc), 

and j^Cx^ t) are in phase .vzith theriselves. These points occur at distances 

of the -t-rave length A = ZK/â. The i:-;ave velocity is then given by 

Although (X and ^ are constants yjith respect to space and tiir.e, they vary 

Tvith frequency. This dependence is displayed in the nez-ct section in con

nection i-ri-th a .coïnparison n^ith diffusion theory?". 

2. Infinite slab 

Folloi-jing the same procediare used in the preceding case equations $6^ 

5? J and p8 are. put into the form 

(138) 

(139) 

•̂ s / / i [ 

^ ^1 /  r  d'C k-x )  -f  C 6 L 

- e 

1 o S 
j+ t) = 

z ! 6 ) L  
l y j  2.1 ^ 

C/-C k - + c + £2.̂  

_ 01 ik- gyjl iCut^ Sj) 
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i "ex -^1 -  r -y ̂  
5̂  ̂ f l <21 

(ilo) 

tirnere 

— oLCl\-y ' )  — L JS C h  —X ̂-j c 'Ccu' ' t - i -£-£,^  
+ e j £. • 

y, -. e - y, ̂ -i.kc.-u,> (1!̂ ) 

- i - zd + 6 c %; w - 2d̂ ). (21.2) 

The addition of another boundary prevcntc one from i-zriting such siniple ex

pressions for the d.aT:ping and. phase shifting as for the sezni-infinite me-

diuii. Talcing the real parts of equations 138 zmd. l);!, gives 

e 1 y 1 
^ " 4" 5^ yp I S j ir^ l i  oi  C k"x)  (_ os /2  tk-x)  Cos c Lj ' t  + 2"j  -  (-^^3)  

\ 

"^5 C — HDS r^, Cosk<>iCl\~>i')coi/SCl^^i<) c V $ 
i 

How two independent criteria must be satisfied for phase coincidence; 

both /2 ( k-x) and S ^ - f, or £3 - £ , as the case may be, must be multi

ples of ZT\ . 

D. Comparison t-Tith Diffusion Theory 

The purpose of this section is to près ait comparisons between the au

thor's results and similar results obtained from diffusion theory. The 

first comparison, between the basic equations, was a part of chapter III. 

In this section the Laplace transformed equations are- compared first. 

Then the solution for the flrcc for zero initial conditions yd,1,1 be derived 
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froiîi the diffusion equation. A qualitative study of the solutions utilizing 

an analog computor is presented. The steady-state values for a sinusoidal 

source t-rill also be conpared, along t-ri.th a frequency analysis of the atten

uation and phase constants. 

In this section the sane notation as in the foregoing equations t-rill 

be used %-n.th the understanding that it now refers to the diffusion equa

tion. I'Hiere direct comparisons i-jith telegrapher's and diffusion equations 

dictate a need for clarification the subscripts ^ and ^ T-ri 11. be used. 

The diffusion equation^ that is, equation 17, is Laplace transformed 

to 3d. eld 

for zero irJ.tial conditions. In the'absence,of internal sources 

$ j") - £ c x ^ s : > ( i k o )  

where 

k ̂(5) = j + ̂  . (ll;7) 

Again the general solution is 

;r  ̂ kcsnx , 
^ - /4to e t e . \S1) 

J cy, t) =• - Ù ̂  (XhB) 

- y f  ̂̂  f Uj t) 
(11:9) 
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so that 

J = likcji[Acsi (iso) 

The bovmdaiy conditions are the same as before except that the different 

definition of current changes condition hi}., td 

•£ -r> ë'cOjS^ - cr-Cs}. (152) 

The mathematical procedure in finding j , and jy. for the tx-jo cases is 

identical to that in section A. For these results and the comparison, re

fer to Table 1. Kote that the consistent approzcimation ( telegrapher's 

equation ) degenerates to the diffusion approximation for T, = o. 

In Table 1 

= f - r (5). tts3) 
/  f  z  £ )  J \  C i J  

The function -f^ can be vjritten as 

d i 
z.vd v v- 1/ 

Srdélyi (18) lists the formula 

— a, viQ 

& f jp i/rct 
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Table 1. CoMpariaon of the Laplace transforms of the solutions 

Consistent spproxiznatlon Diffusion approximation 

Zi if t.j) 

i 1- 2 D)^{S) f ro 6 
(TLs-ye. 

•^(r- cs>e. 
-kis-^x 

2 D 
I -t 2.0 -+ To 5 

ûr~cs:> e 

1+ a ùkcs) 
cii) a 

-kcs)^ 

i -k(5)x 

1 f  z D Aw; 

2fh-t.rt g-kwx _ 

i + 2«dmi5) + t» î i )-̂ dl<(s)f r.s r̂ k̂cs;) 
IfZDkisj i 

ircs) 

CXjS) -r 

- k(6)x <̂ 2-dkt£d-ft.5 --̂ 2h-x)k̂ o 
l l + zpktsht.s-

I- l'2Dk(5) t r>5 ^-îKkcs) 
)+2dkc5)fr,s 

0-(6) 

~k̂ s;x -czk-x)k£s^ 
e - e 

l-tZDhcs) I i-zpkcp 
if &d/(0) 

__ i- zpkfjs) -(u-^)kcsi 

J ,  
^ i l^ZJ)k(j^ — k (gj 

w vo 

j5 

k(f) 

-kcsix , - czk "x") k(6) 
zpkii? e + <2 

i âdj((j) + t.s I I ' zo kcs^ i T.s -z^ko) 
1+20 k<5) + rc5 

itds; 

[ v/D ^ W) . p 

— k(-s>-><- 2.j,-x'5 k.̂ s'̂  
2,hkcs:> 
+ zdk^s) i i-2 dk^5) ko) 

l-hZOkcs) 

crcs) 

[ 
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which by utilising foi^iiila 78 is altered to 

2" '  

r ~ oi \ffiTy 
e.  ̂
B •+ x/̂ ty - i/trt 

— Cdf 

(156) 

The fuziction Er f 6 Cy) is the complimentary error f•unction and is defined 

by 

z -t"-
Cy) % ̂  ̂ e dt - l-Br i "C ) -

2 r y - Ù 

Thus the inverse Laplace transfom of is ( cf. equation 9h ) 

F^Lx^-t) e, ^Hvbt 

ZD ̂  frf c L% 

(1S8) 

jwd7 ' 2.v-5 

In Table 1 

1 -kcs^x 
(1̂ 9) 

The convenient formula for inverting g^ is. (18) 

=z\/W 

i-±G.ch is easily altered to 

utilizing formula 78. • Therefore (cf. equation 98) 

(160) 

(161) 

KJ-OZj 
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Again the convolution of and Geo t-rith the soxirce is used to calcu

late  and J 60 . Also J for the special cases J 6-6) = Sc-f) and SL-t')= uL-t)^ eq

uations 99 - 10k can be used if Feo and are taken from this section. 

A qualitative comparison of the fluxes for S H> -  u Lf i  ±s  s l io\m in 

Fig. 3- The liïTiitations of the Pace TR-10 analog computor prevents one 

froin. raalving a caoparison for 5 L.-0 - S tt); the correct boundary- ' condition 

could not be placed on the analog for the telegrapher's ecuation. The com

putor onLy approximates a step change; consequently the well-defined nave 

front is rounded off. The proper rainim"um cutoff points are shot-ra by the ver

tical lines. The effect of the source is felt iinmediately throughout the 

diffusion medium.. The additional absorption of the front before it arrives 

at a given point lowers the asymptotic flus in the telegrapher's medi-um 

from that of the diffusion mediuiiz. The effect of the front is to increase 

the slope of the initial rise of the flu:-: as well as to delay the rise. 

The first of these last two effects is the more prosiinsnt in Fig. 3. 

One observes in Table 1 that is related to in eicactly 

the same way in the diffusion approz-dmation as in the consistent approx

imation. LilceT-rf.se J ^ and are so related. Hence equa

tions 119 and 120 also hold for the diffusion approicLniation, where rCS'i 

is now defined "by 

2 — d k 65) 

2 + b 

(lolia) 
h d =. 
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Fig, 3« Comparison of fluxos for ccni 
4i corrorjpondî; to the position >< c 
In this cane the i;;odJ.u;n is water. 

c/i'-t-tws/'on e t ^ u û - t i o h  

' -fcl ei-'s h 

i l g <7 JO II 12 13 

Iv'^sec 

inf;inite mcdivuv, vlicre S (•é) - H The flux 
L / f vrhore L is tho diffusion length. 

\ 
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 ̂-1 + 7̂  
^ z /§" \J s i-vt^ 

(ioitb) 

Once again reference is made to Srdélyi (18) for a fomnia; this time it is 

d t nâ \ 
"~ois coc/t) (16$) 

%'Ziich is conver-bed to 

jû+ /2 

i -J3± (cL'-'^)t ^ 
e -oie frfc (loo; 

by means of forsiula 78. The resulting inversion of r ( j") is ( cf. 113 ) 

r«) = - ^ ^ 
ZD £^c 

îîoi-r the special case'_of the sinusoidal source is considered. From 

equation li;7 

% 
k a" u? 3 - -i-c ^ - y = et f l x2. (168) 

It .can be shoixn that 

oc -
zd 2_ ( LU \ "2-vj)/ 

± 
Z (169) 

« • [ - % ' i  V f i H W ] ' •  (170) 
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These paronietors will now be-compared i-rlth and , given by 

equations 12l{. and 125- For 

~ yÇ" - % - /ĵ  =  ̂, 

It iolloTvS that the ratio of the attenuation constants for = o is unity; 

hoT-jever^ although both phase constants are zero, their ratioj instead of 

being unit;/, is given by the limit 

 ̂= ) 1- 3 0 . 

At the other extreme of the frequency rangs only one finite constant is ob

tained: 

The ratios of the constants in the limit of infinite frequency are 

^ ~ Q 
L»J oO 

à± c: OC7 

The range of frequency-dependent curves for the attenuation and phase con

stants for the common moderators Be, BeO, graphite, D^O, and H^O i-nJLl fall 

betvjeen those of H^O and D^O, the most and least absorptive of these media. 

The curves for the t--ro media are given in Fig. 1|. f2?om. which a comparison 

is readily made. It appears that is greater than except when lo= Û 

and that A-t, is greater than â(X . The mathematical requirement for this 
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l. 4. Comparison of attenuation and phase constants 
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v. pulsed iœutron eytsrbîsî it 

In the early stages of designing a nuclear reactor many eixperiraents 

are performed to measure various reactor parameters, for eJiample, the dif

fusion coefficient, the diffusion length, and the mean neutron lifetime. 

One method for measuring some of these parameters is to pulse a test as

sembly mth a series of short bursts of neutrons directed along a central 

axis noirmal to one face of the assembly and observe the asjrmptotic decay of 

"these pulses. 

An infinite slab of thicloiess h •with a source at consisting of a 

short burst of neutrons x-rî.11 be examined. A solution for this problem in 

the limit of an impulse burst form is derived in chapter III; however, that 

solution contains all the transients and reflection terms vhich malce this 

form of solution too cumbersome for the ezcperimenter. A form of the solu

tion which will deal only with the asymptotic portion of the decay curve 

will now be derived. 

The burst of neutrons may be either thermal or fast. For the former 

the burst is assumed.to give rise to a flux distribution after the 

end of the burst. For the latter the fast neutrons are assumed to be ther-

malized and to give rise to a thermal fluic distribution . (The shape 

of will be similar but not identical for the two cases.) In the one-

velocity model only the fundamental energy mode, theMaxi-rellian distribution 

is assumed to be present. To minimize the effects of the higher energy 

modes, the slowing-down time must be much shorter than the diffusion time 

so that one measures essentially the decay of the space modes only. Ex

perimentally this condition is met by ignoring an initial part of the decay 

curve. For multiplying assemblies fast fission and delayed neutrons are 
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neglected. With short bursts and rapid pulsing the delayed neutrons ap

pear as a constant round i-;hich is subtracted fro.r. the e:cperir.iental 

data. The fast fission factor is approzdmately unity for dilute thermal 

systems. 

One starts with the telegrapher's equation 

and introduces the source 

S M = Vja 2"^ cj? (171) 

where Vp is the nu:niber of prompt neutrons per fission, p is the resonance 

escape'probability, and ^ is the fast non-escape probability. Dividing 

equation 19 by D, substituting 1?1 for the source, defining the buckling 

5^ = -^ -Zx) (172) 

and replacing vD by the Pick's law type diffusion coefficient Dg puts the 

telegrapher"s equation into the form 

^ + = f (173) 

This differs from the diffusion equivalent 

"D h ^ (I7ii) • 

by the two terms involving the transport time. 

To solve equation 173 one uses the separation of-variables, letting 
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= çkc^:>TC-à^. (175) 

Dividing equation 19 by the flux and applying equation 175 produces 

"fe 4f2. (-D, fk) ^ 

À 
z (176)' 

<̂ 3̂ c\x ^ 

accomplishing the separation of variables. 

The spatial part is the wave equation 

À_ 

w cir^ 
(177) 

The solution for an infinite slab is 

M A OkA c s Jin Ci X (178) 

wnere 

ol'̂  - -h b . (179) 

The boundary/" conditions for a slab of thickness h are 

4.C0) = ^ai = p. (ig,) 

The condition at the origin forces A to zero. From the other condition 

oi. is replaced by o(^ to give 

i, 2, --- (isi) 

Noi'Z equation 179 must be i-iritten as 

a.^ = . (182) 
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The temporal part is 

 ̂ b'ô  -t t̂ :̂i = 0 (133) 

Seeking a solution of the for% e one finds the characteristic equation 

1 -1 vg, 
(I81i) 

¥ith the Maclaurin's series x'epresentation of the square root the two val

ues of >71 are 

~ 2̂. d> <22>f Xo '^0 

( ) h-fo op ŝ 3 ̂ 6 /t. 0D 2'j)̂  

(185) 

— -1 y. ^ ° 5 4- __ -r-
^ )+t. d, 8* n tt. 

"t , . , _ . ~ / , x r-̂  -r̂ n̂-î ' 

(186) 

6 ] -f-t. 

(For y» 2.-^ - % and ^ - Dgy^hj which is e;-cactly the result ob

tained from diffusion theory.) Since the results are general, the coef

ficient of the M2^ e:<ponential must be zero in order that z *) ;=. o for 

every /> >, . 

Therefore the initial distribution decays according to 

/A^ Civ, X (187) 
n - 0 

vhere Ay, replaces -yn,. If is %-jritten in t-ie forin 

x = - d, g=- -h ( I -f  ̂q» 
) 4- %; dg 2̂  i ( )f t:, d, 8*)̂  (188) 

-t 2 f ^ . rF 
3 
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then 

1 r. , t. D, . of T. rr--3l£±̂ li 1 

is temed the telegrapher correction to the diffusion form of equation 168. 

The pulsed neutron e:q3erinient is used nost often in meas-uTins neutron 

properties of moderators. In a non-multiplying medium the buckling is 

simply Recalling that the neutronl lifetirae is 

may be replaced by ~ Jo ' 3h. this case. 

\ — — 4- r i , T, 0, . c r. Qp 1 ̂  

For most moderators the transport time is much less than the lifeti_rae. For 

example, the ratio /ip is 0.0093 for izater and 0.0001 for heavy water; 

hence, the quantity ) - iTp //, can be taken as unity for most moderators 

T-7ith an error of only about one-tenth, per cent or less. For T^ater the er

ror is about one per cent. Thus 

A. = T -t D, -f T, zcn, (190) 

and the telegrapher'correction is the series in brackets. In the pulsed 

neutron experiment the fundamental mode is soughtj in this mode is 

the geometric buckling Usually tivo or three , terms' of the correc

tion suffice to explain "the e:raerimental results; hence, the. experimenter 

is'most concerned with the equation 

A, - J -t Bf [ ) -i-

Equation 191 majj" be derived more directly by using the equations,as 
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given bv equations 13 and lij. The asymptotic tine decay of the flux is as 

suznedj so that ^ -6) = C%) e. . The spatial dependence is as

sumed to follos-r 1/ ) = Am ^ ^ > Here the subscript „ refers to th 

equations, not the nth node, for on].y the fundaniental mode is under con 

sideration.Upon substituting these egressions into 13 and là, one finds 

that the equations have nontrivial solutions only if 

- m. ^ -ici 

- l cl  ̂-3 

= a (192) 

where Y) and r) ̂ Here the transport cross section is defined as^ 

% CI"^9^) %';hich differs .fro^Ti the definition used previously (cf. equa

tion 16}. Condition 192 leads to 191 directly, vn.thout going through the 

intermediate step given by equation 189. The same result is obtained be-

caase both the assumption ^nd the above definition of the trans

port cross section are based on the neglect of the absorption cross section in 

comparison '-Tith the scattering cross section. The importance of the tele

grapher correction is illustrated In Fig. 5» Using diffusion theory one 

predicts a straight line relationsh betizeen and , e^iperinenters 

find a curve which deviates froia the straight line for large a „(small 

assemblies). The difference is attributed to diffusion cooling, that is, 

preferential leakage of faster neutrons in the smaller assemblies. Due 

to the telegrapher correction, or, more generally, the transport correc

tion, the diffusion cooling effect is greater than what is apparent to the 

experimenter, as shoim in Fig. In Fig. 5 curve a is the plot of equa

tion 191, curve b is the diffusion equivalent, and cui"/e c is the result 

otained considering diffusion cooling and is the curve found e3:peri-
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d. ĝ [ ] U C + U  f t  I  

Coo i i \n ù 
e  i  f e c i  

D.z b,'+ 
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9 : 
chi -/ 

8.6 

Fig. 5« Schematic diagra^n of decay constant vs. geometric buckling curve 
for a moderator The scales are typical. 

mentally. Sjostrand (20) stated that the diffusion cooling coefficient, 

that is J C, should be five to thirty per cent greater than the measured 

value, which is found by fitting the parabola in 

x „ = 7  ̂̂ ̂   ̂ '(193) 

to the data. Hov:ever, S Jostrand found the transport correction by solving 

the transport equation, obtaining the condition 

_ 6a "f am 
•+ 

(191:) 

t-;hich gives the fundaraental decay constant as 

- J + C I f j r, D. S/ + ̂  IT, D.S/yt'-'] (195) 

(cf. equation 19l). Kellcin (2l), considering both the energy and trans

port corrections, is in agreement :-n.th S jostrand. 
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That the transport correction a-ad diffusion cooling are corrections 

to diffusion theory of the opposite sign is also chci-m by Uhrig (11) in a 

techjxlquc closely related to neutron pulsing—sinusoidal modulation or 

neutron x-rave propagation. His plots of the real and imaginary parts of 

)< lJ w) for the telegrapher's equation and ther^ialization theory deviate 

in opposite directions from the straight line of diffusion theory. 

The condition for the convergence of the series expansion of the 

square root in equation l8ij. ^t-ri-ll. now be examined. This condition is 

C ) (196) 
i l  - t  r .  D o  8 ^  

. ! d  ̂

< -2^d" • 

for nonmultiplying media. It has been noted that J ' 3  ] for the 

corsion raoderators. If OC© is replaced by 7^/1^ (k is the slab thiclcnsss) for 

the fundanental Kode and 0 by I /Sï-^y or the transport mean-

free path), then the conclusion is reached that the thickness of the slab 

has a lower bound L^%n the order of a raean "free path for t-rhich a distinct 

asymptotic decay constant can be found; the limiting condition is 

^  ̂  O  L  n  \  .  f - Q p . )  h > k* = 3. 6 c > 

This is in agreement t-rith Corngold's report (22) that the critical diameter 

for the existence of discrete decay constants for the transport equation 

is of the order of a transport mean free path. Table 2 lists the limiting 

slab thiclcnesses for various moderators. 
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Table 2. Ci^itical slab thicknesses for discrete decay constants 

Material (23) 1 h , cm 

HgO 

Be H
 
0
 

X. 72 

D,0 (0.16% H,0) 2.6S 

Grapiiite 2.7p 9.90 

DgP 2.C6 10.30 

VJhen ^ or, B^y , the dec%- constants of the telegrapher's 

equ.ation talce on complex vslues. Albertoni and I-iontagnini (2I4.) speculate 

on the existence of complex decay constants in their proof that no dis ere 

decaj!" constants e:d.st for ^ > A^. Their proof, as veil as that of Bed-

narz (25), shows that a spectral band e:-d.sts, but does not reveal the natizr 

of the spectrum. Attempts to neastire the higher decay constants have been 

performed by Starr et (26) and by Keller and Sjostrand (27') but have 

.been only partly successful. Corngold (22) states the reason for this is 

that one cannot alX'rays be sure that ( 80^) is seen rather than A , 

This problem still needs further investigation.. 
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VI. POINT %Ef.C?OR KB^TICS 

A. The Kinetics Equations 

In a liuclear reactor contairdn^ fissionable material the delayed 

neutrons mist bo considered. A classic approach to reactor kinetics is to 

describe the reactor by the neutron flux and delayed neutron precursor 

equations, integrated over volume and lethargy. This simple picture has 

proven very useful in the safety analysis of nuclear power plants (27) and 

in the analysis of ezrae riments (23). 

The classic derivation (23, 29) of the kinetics equations involved in

tegrating the Eoltsmann transport equation over space, direction, szid cner-^ 

gy and defining basic reactor parameters in .terms of the resulting inte

grals. A nore elementary derivation (jO) reduces the usual monoenergetic 

diffusion equations to the point reactor kinetics equations. . In this chap

ter the telegrapher's equation -irill be the starting point and the deriva

tion i-iill parallel that of Danofsl-cy (50). 

For a fission source x-rith delayed neutrons 

ra; (19?) 

i -  (200) 

W i th Jgiven by 199 .the telegrapher's equation taices the form 

' z a; lxj-b) = d  ̂  ̂  ̂

The conparable diffusion equation is 
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V ^ ^ £ ] - L ]-£:) k^j4^cy^-t) 
(202) 

To derive the kinetics equations,' separability of space and tirr.e is 

assuraed^ then 

"t) - T 6tO (203) 

(20w 

Equation 200 t-jill be examined first. With equations 203 and 20l|. 

Q "S Hi(-0 ^ - ^ t) f ^ f 7^-63. (205) 

The definitions 

J. = 

<̂gff = 

J. 
(21 Go) 

k_l_ (207) 

of the finite mean neutron lifetime and effective nultiplication factor^ 

the definition ^ ~ vh Lx), and the assumption that p i simplify 

20? to 

Ci cx) A U; m) = -a; 14^-0 f jéî mwt'%'(205) 

integrating over the reactor volume, letting 

J 

V v 

/ 

 ̂- v v 
(209) 
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and CiiH.lln'-: 

cj h ̂6-6: = c.6-6) (210) 

t 6-6) = m 6-6) (211) 

-put-s equation 203 into the for:Ti 

C^ 6-6) = - A ^ Q W) -t h i-é)> (212) 

Equation 201 vrill noT-r be put into the sane fora as 212. Using equa

tions 203 and 201;^ and Q^>''Oare again separated in space and time. 

From the first fuzidaaental theorem of reactor theory 

^ 4^ :)^) = — ^ C)^). (213) 
otx 

The definitions of flu:-:, finite neutron lifetime, and effective rrroltipli-

cation factor and the assumption that p I are -ased again; also used is 

the definition of diffusion length L = -JD/2%. ^Toi-z the telegrapher's 

equation may be %-)ritten as 

-r, t6f)-f-t' f ̂  t̂a) -t. 

(21̂  ̂

- - - ̂ ĥ lhdih lx) 7.t x > • 
J- X c . 

Integrating over the reactor voluaie and using equations 210, 211, and 212 

changes equation 21i> to 

t. " «) ̂ i - '2-qm£j ̂ h - t. f a; i 

- O-^) -) ^ 6^) 4- Z 6-t). 

The coefficient CC/-^) in equation 215 is the net gain of 

"Dron-ot neutrons nor unit tiïne. As part of the cceffzczent of oiy\C-0/ dc. 

7 
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the total rain rate C/-y3)appears "i-rith the sun of the in^'orr.GS of 

the infinite transport tine and infinite lifetime instead of 77ith the in

verse of the finite lifetime. If one adds and subtracts the inverse finite 

lifetime in the brackets in front of à^L-Ùldt^ he gets the net rate of 

gain of proir.pt neutrons and the quantity 

j - J ^ C } - 3 (216) 
i" ip JL 3t> 

No-i-j- the finite mean neutron transport time 'Z is defined; it is ' 

" i - 3!̂ " b' • <21?) 

Equation 216 ncvv becomes the identity ' 

i 'i, i ' i = 

ill though X and X are functions of the buckling g^azid vary with it in the 

opposite sense, the identity clearly is independent of Sj hence, 2lS states 

that a decrease in the lifetime (by increasing 6^) is compensated by an in-: 

crease in the transport time, in a reciprocal fashion. 

I-Jiiile the lifetime increases due to the higher leakage, the transport 

tiifie decreases due to the larger gradient of the flux. Since the nomalized 

fluz shape is "bent" more for a smaller system, the gradient of the fIi-d-c is 

greater and the diffusion is increased. Three mechanisms are possible: 

i. an increase in the neutron velocity, 

ii. an increase in the transport mean free path, and 

iii. an increase in the transport tiiae. 

For the monoenergetic model the first tivo parameters are constants; there-
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fore the transport time must be increased. The finite transport tine is 

seen as the effective time lapse over idiich the transport process takes 

place for a neutron traveling at velocity v in a material i-âth transport" 

mean free path 

The kinetics equations may nor be vrritten -

^ Cl-^^ kejçf —I 

•cl Cc 

" + z C-

. . .  = - ^  (220) 

%'±ere the arguments of n and Cj have been dropped. Compare this %-rith 

the set derived from diffusion theory 

civ\ Cl - UeU -I , • 
^ 

w -t %- )̂ c (221) 

 ̂= - 7\c -f- jfljlfff- >7 (222) 
cUt J . 

The time dependent portion of the neutron balance equation has undergone 

gross changes? the remainder is identical to the diffusion result. 

B. Reactor Transfer Function 

A popular and useful technique for frequency analysis of a reactor 

close to the critical state is to determine the reactor transfer function 

for a linearised reactor model. By assuraing a reactor close to critical one 

can take The excess multiplication is represented by 

S"Jic since only small variations from the steady state are considered. Noxr 

one may i-jrite d l--^) - I = Sk-/5 . For small changes in n and Ci due 
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to S h the functions ^ and Q ma.y tal-co the form 

c d) y. (223) 

cc - cj cod + f (221;) 

-.rhere ^h_, S Cc, ar-d Sk are ftmctions of tiiie. , Equations 219 and 220 now 

"becone 

rL „ 
= ^ci3 

S C I, — ~ "̂3 2̂c;6; 

At steady state ^ C ^ co) - y^L-ô^/Jl snd 5 kte} — 6). Under these condi

tions equations 225 and 226 are simplified to 

^ s . t r . [ 4  -  ^ so - r. i ;c, 
(227) 

.= si< - 4 Sr, t sc^ 
J. C, '' 

s ci - a, s ci -f a' s«. (220) 

Neglecting the -orod-acts f and Si<.£^ in these equations -ijill ef-
dX 1ÛE-

fectiveljT linearize the equations. One raay ask whether the second pro

duct can be neglected at high frequencies. It cannot at very high fre

quencies tvhere uJ » ts ^ x-rhich is on the order of 10^ rad/sec for nost 

i-ioderatorsj but such frequencies are much higher than those of interest 

to this problen. The ne^cfc procedure is to find the reactor transfer func

tion. 
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T,a%i].aco traiiafonuiriji oquatxono 22? and 228 rcGviltr; in 

t. smw + ^ + ̂ ]san - t. ç .s a c: 
^ (229) 

_ j2̂  ù ^ ^ - j A N - ^ X . ' X ^ A ^ c  

SàCi- - >jA c<- + ̂  ̂A/ (230) 

ivhere A and AK are the Laplace transforms of Sh, arid SM, 

respectively, and are fonctions of ^. The second equation is 

= ttÏ 
Sliziinating in equation 229, using equation 231, and solving for 

gives )r\ L 
a/vy -r» 

s [ s  ' f -:l ( : 1 LzA2zL 
(23s) 

This ratio is the transfer function of the input à K and the output <Û I\J for a 

reactor %-n.th delayed neutrons at zero poorer, that is, n-rithout consideration 

of temperature and ' fluid flow effects found in reactors operating at non

zero poT-rer levels. 

An important simplification of the transfer function can ce produced 

by considering the case of one delayed group of neutrons. If the frsqjionc^r 

range of interest is not ezctended too lo--:, this nodel adequately describes 

the behavior of many thei^al reactors. Let ?i be the decay constant for 

the one group iziodel. In this case 

_ r) C s -h 

sis'- H- C>. ̂  i i-^1 

For theirp.al reactors one ma^r assume 
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j2 

IJlien so that I, then TT d- Hence for one group of de-

laj^^-ed neutrons 

/a yv ifs I s -f-

^k- ^ 't g c^f wg/^:) ( sf vi;) ' 

This nay be compared tjith the corresponding diffusion model: 

(234) 

AH - *^^4 , . (235) 

The telegrapher's model increases the magnitude by a factor '/-r and 

adds a pole at f/'g". As in the case of the steady state response to a 

sinusoidal source located at à boundary, g is replaced by jw to determine 

the frequency response in the reactor, this time due to the oscillations 

in S/< talcing place in the interior of the reactor. The frequency,'' responses 

of the two models for the one group case are compared in Fig. ô for the 

magnitude and in Fig. 7 for the phase. The effect on the magnitude is to 

put a brealcpoint at cj - \/'C and increase the slope thereafter by another 

20 db/decade. For the phase the effect is to shift the phase do%-m another 

90° for frequencies higher than 1/t. A transition zone two decades ;-zide 

and centered on Wc l/r shifts the phase doi-jn. Different lifetimes have a 

large effect on the shape of the transfer functions; different transport 

times have little effect. The curves for several lifetimes are shoi-jn in 

Fig. o and 7 > but only the breakpoints for several transport times are 

shoim, since the curves for different transport times ivould fall almost on 

top of each other. 

.One interesting point is that the brealcpoint for the transport time is 
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Fi.--;. 7. Coropar;u'--oi! of Lho pluino of th.o tr.anr.fcr fimotionn for one (.-roup of delayed ncn.trnnn (oq I' l./cn'i 
233 and ?yS) in r:r?ïii!;ûi.f: 
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i'iclently xnaopcnaerit of the oncKizng tnat rc, proviaes anotxiar ^cei^noc 

•2 the diffusion coefficient or trazspoz-t cross section for the 

raactor. For thermal reactors the diffusion coefficient is "asually taken 

to be that of the moderator; it is essentisllj the diffusion coefficient 

of the moderator that is deterrainsd ivhen this breakpoint is found. The 

fundai-ental problem in an ezqperiraent to deteriïâne this upper breakpoint 

is to obtain an oscillator capable of such high frequencies. Usuallj the 

frequencies are less than 1000 rad/sec for transfer function msasurenents 

(31). 
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Solutions for the teloc^apher • g ocjiatz.on vrcrc found for Wo ty:vcc of 

infinite Gycte.-.:s, the infinite slab and the seiTii-infinitc riodiuj:; each i-zith 

a soizrce at one boundary and each having zero initial conditions. S one 

limitations to diffucion theory are revealed by the investigation of the 

acyzptotic behavior of a pnlse source. The as;oniptctic decay constant is 

not a strai^^lit lins function of the reocetric b^chlin^ as izi diffusion 

theoryj but hao a cjiall c'Jirvaturej and the discrete decay constant no 

longer e;d.sts for syster^is ifith a dimension on the order of a transport 

nean free path_, a result "hich is consistent Tzith transport theory but is 

not found in diffusion theory. 

The frequency response vias determined for an e:cternal sinusoidal 

source and for an interior source oscillating uziiforr/ily throughout the 

reactor volune. In the latter case thé reactor transfer function for one 

group of delayed neutrons differs fron the corresponding diffusion trans

fer function by an additional pole at ) /z', and by a nagni'fcude increase 

of .l/'Z'o Ï In both cases diffusion theory agrees with the telegrapher's 
j, 

eouation for frequencies less than 10^ rad/sec. The divergence above this 

lro presence of the mean transport ti^.ie Toj whose inverse is on 

the order of 10 rad/sec for cosinon moderators. 

The parar.:eter To is the distinguishing feature between the diffusion 

azid telegrapher's equations. The finite transport tine 'Z , vrhich ;-:as in

troduced in this vrorh^ vjas found to be iinportant conceptually and pro\d.ded 

a s'^rnir.etric identity i-rith the mean neutron lifetimes J^o and ^ . 
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CGHCIUSIOITS 

The telegrapher^ s equation providcG an ix-portairb oictcnsion to dif

fusion thsorj. In the usual range of reactor calculations, the telegraph

er's equation agrees iri.th the diffusion equation, the latter being simpler 

to use. It was found that the telegrapher's equation is particula.rl;s- use

ful in calculations in pulsed neutron e:z)eriments. By using this equation; 

the effects of the dol%' due to the zzean neutron transport tisie nay ce ez-

riinedj diffusion theory neglects these effects. The determination of lim

itations on diffusion theory are perhaps the most useful resiilts obtained 

in this investigation. The telegrapher's equation i-zill be useful to e:> 

peririenters -:hen the frequency range of oscillators used in transfer func

tion neasurenents is e;côended to nuch higher frequencies^ say by 

t--jo decades i 
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